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Name of the Activity / Event
Theme/Topic

Organised by
Venue

Date and Duration
Participants

File Accession Dossier

OBJECTIVES:

.' Essay Writing Competition

,' Role of Freedom Fighters in India's

Independence

r Respective Classrooms

,' Friday, 18 August 2017 (40 min)

,, VII A-E

, Intra Class Activity

To motivate children to enhance their creativity.

To help them in build the sensitivity towards our history.

To engage the children in something constructive.

To provide the students a platform to express their opinions and views on the Topic with the help

an rssay.

DESCRIPTIONI

"Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what you can do for your coun try"-
-3ohn Fitzge;a!d Kennec'y

The 15th of August is a very important day in the history of our country-India. It was on this day in 1947

that India became independent. We won freedom after a hard struggle. This day reminds us of those

great people who actively shaped, influenced and nurtured the India's struggle for Independence. To

name a few- Mahatma Gandhi, Subhash Chander Bose, Bhagat Singh and many more. On this day,

every year, homage is paid to these patriots who sacrificed their lives for the freedcm of our country. So

its important that our children know about their ccntribution and'sacrifices that they inade to make India

free of British Raj.

Keeping this in mind our school has organized an Essay writing competition on the above mentioned

topic for our young participants of class VII. The students were told well in advance regarding the activity
and prepare for the same. They exhibited their skill on colored sheets with colored pens. They were using

this opportunity so well and showcased their ideas on the topic with enthusiasm. It was a very proud

moment for we the teachers to witness their participation and enthusiasm. The activity not only helped

the students to display their creativity but also helped the students to know about india's struggle ior
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